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Abstract—Slope stability analyses are largely carried out by
deterministic methods and evaluated through a single security factor.
Although it is known that the geotechnical parameters can present
great dispersal, such analyses are considered fixed and known. The
probabilistic methods, in turn, incorporate the variability of input key
parameters (random variables), resulting in a range of values of
safety factors, thus enabling the determination of the probability of
failure, which is an essential parameter in the calculation of the risk
(probability multiplied by the consequence of the event). Among the
probabilistic methods, there are three frequently used methods in
geotechnical society: FOSM (First-Order, Second-Moment),
Rosenblueth (Point Estimates) and Monte Carlo. This paper presents
a comparison between the results from deterministic and probabilistic
analyses (FOSM method, Monte Carlo and Rosenblueth) applied to a
hypothetical slope. The end was held to evaluate the behavior of the
slope and consequent risk analysis, which is used to calculate the risk
and analyze their mitigation and control solutions. It can be observed
that the results obtained by the three probabilistic methods were quite
close. It should be noticed that the calculation of the risk makes it
possible to list the priority to the implementation of mitigation
measures. Therefore, it is recommended to do a good assessment of
the geological-geotechnical model incorporating the uncertainty in
viability, design, construction, operation and closure by means of risk
management.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE study to analyze the stability of the slope can be done
through deterministic or probabilistic methods. Normally,
a stability analysis is performed to determine the conditions
for the project in such a way to ensure the required minimum
security.
The probabilistic analysis differs from the deterministic
methods, mainly because it considers the variability of the
parameters. Most of the input data in a slope stability analysis
are not known with precision. The variability is due to the
dispersion of the results of tests or to the natural variability in
the value of the grandeur that exists from one point to another
in the slope. It is, therefore, a distribution of values for each
parameter, which are considered random variables. Thus, it is
concluded that the safety factor itself is a random variable
which depends on many input variables and has its own
distribution [13].
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There are three commonly used probabilistic methods in
geotechnical medium: FOSM (First-Order, Second-Moment),
Rosenblueth (Point Estimates) and Monte Carlo.
The Monte Carlo method establishes that the probability
distribution functions of the independent variables are initially
known. In the absence of these, it usually adopts a normal
distribution. This method has the advantage of obtaining the
distribution of safety factor (dependent variable). As an
example of a disadvantage, the method demands time, large
computational effort, and specific programs [1].
The FOSM method (First-Order, Second-Moment)
presented by [2], is based on the truncation of the Taylor
series for determination of the dependent variable (safety
factor). The average value of the dependent variable is
calculated from the average values of the independent
variables. The standard deviation is calculated from the input
parameters and variances of the derivatives of the dependent
variable for each independent variable. An advantage of this
method is the quantification of the influence of each
independent variable in the variance of the safety factor. As a
disadvantage, this method does not obtain a distribution of the
safety factor and so adopts assumptions on this distribution. In
addition, the maximum probability of failure is not always
related to the surface of failure for the minimum safety factor
[3].
The last commonly used method would be the method of
point estimates [4]. The Rosenbleuth method requires the
knowledge of the distribution functions of the independent
variables, using only their values calculated in so-called point
estimates (average standard deviation and mean less standard
deviation). The dependent variable is calculated for these
points, obtaining a sample of what one can calculate the
corresponding average and standard deviation. The method is
easy to apply. One must, however, take a distribution for the
safety factor (usually normal) and it is assumed that the
distribution of each independent variable is symmetric.
While the deterministic approach adopts the safety factor as
stability index in the balance problem of the slope, the
probabilistic methods adopt as the probability of failure, which
is a data input on risk analysis.
The risk assessment process generally involves the scope
definition and selection of the method of analysis, definition
and identification of hazard conditions, estimate the
probability of failure and consequence, risk estimation,
documentation, verification, and analysis update. The methods
of risk assessment can be qualitative or quantitative. The
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quualitative meethods rely on descriptivve forms orr sort
nuumerical scalees to describe the greatnesss of probabilitty and
coonsequence, w
whereas the sset quantitativve uncertainties are
baased, thereforre, on numeeric values oof probabilityy and
coonsequence [2]]–[5].
This paper ccompares thee deterministic and probabbilistic
annalysis appliedd to a hypotheetical slope staability, and finnally a
rissk assessment is carried out by quantitativve method.

meddium safety faactor of aboutt 1.5. Althouggh fictitious vaalues
adoppted are quiite representaative. The staandard deviattions
( [Xi]) have beeen determinedd based on thhe typical liteerary
variiation coefficieents (Table I)..
T
Table II summ
marizes the vaalues adopted. Fig. 1 showss the
geological-geotecchnical modeel adopted, considering the
reduuced water levvel.
TAB
BLE I
TYPICAL VALUESS OF COEFFICIENTT OF VARIATION ACCORDING TO [66]
Paraameter
Coefficient of vaariation (%)
Specifi
fic Weight
03 (02 too 08)
Cohhesion
40 (20 too 80)
Effective F
Friction angle
10 (04 too 20)
Cohesion Not Drained
30 (20 too 50)
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ASE STUDY
II. CA

The slope thaat was analyzeed in this papeer has about 440.0 m
annd an inclinatiion of approxiimately 1V: 2H. The indepeendent
vaariables ( ) considered for the probabilisstic analysis aare (c’)
coohesion, frictioon angle (φ '), and the weighht (γ).
The parameteers ( ) used w
were referred to the determ
ministic

Lithologgy
Sandy Siilt
Pebble Saand
Residual S
Soil
Saprolitee

Mean
5.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

TABLE II
GEOTECHNICAL PARAMETERS OF TTHE MATERIALS USED
Cohesion (kPa))
Frictioon angle (°)
C
CV (%) Standarrd deviation
Mean
CV (%)) Standard deviiation
40%
2.0
29.0
10%
2.9
40%
2.0
34.0
10%
3.4
34.5
39.0
-

Mean
21.1
29.0
20.0
21.0

Weight (kN/m
m3)
CV (%) Standdard deviation
3%
0.6
3%
0.9
3%
-

Fig. 1 Geoloogical-geotechniical model usedd

IIII. CALCULATTION METHODO
OLOGY
Analyses werre carried outt with the assistance of Slide 6.0
prrogram, develooped by the company
c
Roccscience. The safety
factor was calcuulated by the m
method GLE/M
Morgenstern-P
Price.
The probabiility of failure was calculated by using
m
of Moonte Carlo, FOSM
F
(First-Order,
prrobabilistic methods
Seecond-Momennt) and Rosenbblueth (Point E
Estimates).
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T
The applicatioon of these three probabilistic metthods
requuires the exxistence of a mathemattical formulaation
(em
mpirical, analyytical or num
merical) that relates the fault
indiicator (safety factor-depend
f
dent variable) w
with the input data
(maaterial propeerties, chargiing, water level-indepenndent
variiables) [6].
C
Considering thhe safety facttor as a randdom variable,, the
probbability of faillure can be coomputed as thee probability oof the
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FS
S is less than oor equal to 1, IIE (P [FS ≤ 1]).
The probabillity of failure is being incrreasingly usedd as a
crriterion for accceptance in the last 35 yearrs, although it is still
viewed with vaarying degreees of enthusiaasm and skeppticism
wing advantagges in
[77]. These authhors point out the follow
caalculating the probability
p
of failure:
1)) Allows the variation of thhe resistant foorces and mobilizing

forces and heelps to establissh the level off confidence inn the
project. The reliability of the
t structure is its probabiliity of
success. Therefore, if the pprobability off failure of a sslope
is 20%, their reliability is 880%;
2) Is an essentiaal parameter inn the quantificcation of risk vvalue
(R), defined bby Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Reprresentation of thhe risk analysis

According too [5], risk asseessment is based on the use of the
information avvailable to eestimate the relative rissk for
individuals or ppopulations, or properties, ddue to conditions of
daanger. It invoolves the breaakdown or deecomposition of the
syystem and sourrce of risk in its fundamentaal parts.
Technically, the risk asssessments cann be qualitatiive or
quuantitative. Qualitative anaalysis is usedd in a way tthat is
deescriptive or numerical sorting scalees to presennt the
m
magnitude of ppotential conseequences and their probabiility of
occcurrence. Thhe quantitativee analysis is based on nuumeric
vaalues of the potential
p
consequences andd their probabbilities,
asssuming that suuch values aree a valid repreesentation of thhe real
m
magnitude of the
t consequennces and the probability of the
sccenario studiedd [6].
The probabillity of failure is representedd by the area under
the curve of proobability distriibution, contaiined the left oof FS =
1.0, as it is illustrated in Fig. 3. In this figgure, the probability
distributions off two cases, A and B, are reepresented. Thhe case
prresents an aveerage safety faactor equal too 1.5 and a staandard
deeviation of 0.225 and if B haas an average safety factor of 2.0
annd standard deeviation of 0.85. According to Fig. , one can
c see
that the probabiility of the casse is lower thaan in case B, sso, the
prroject presentts a lower possibility of undesirable events
(bbreak) [8].
The evaluatioon of the probbability distribbution of the safety
factor (dependdent variable)) and the ccalculation of
o the
prrobability of faailure are carrried out througgh the applicattion of
prrobabilistic m
methods, whicch are Montte Carlo meethods,
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FOS
SM, and methhod of Rosenbllueth (Point Estimates).
A
A. Monte Carloo Method
T
The Monte Carrlo method waas first used ass a research toool in
the development of the atomic bomb during World War III [1]c
four steps,
s
[8]. It is an iteerative proceddure which covers
[
desccribed below [9]:

Fig. 3 Statisticaal distributions with
w different saafety factors annd
standard ddeviation [8]

1) Estimate of the probabilitty distributionns for each off the
input parameeters considereed as variabless;
2) Generation oof random valuues for each paarameter;
3) Calculation oof the operatinng forces;
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4)) Repeat the process N tim
mes (N > 100) and then deteermine
the probability of failurre Pf accordinng to the folllowing
equation:
(1)
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whhere M is thhe number of times that the resistant force
exxceeded the ooperating forcces (i.e., the factor of saffety is
grreater than 1.0).
B. FOSM Method
The FOSM method (Firrst-Order, Seccond-Momentt) was
initially used inn the steel inddustry projectss [8]. It is a m
method
that uses the firrst terms of thhe Taylor seriies expansion of the
fuunction of perrformance (i.ee. safety facttor) to estimaate the
exxpected value (mean) and thhe variance off the performaance. It
is called for a second
s
time because
b
the vaariance is a foorm of
seecond momentt, being the ressult of higher order statisticcs used
in the analysis [[2].
Assuming thhat multiple raandom variables are indepeendent
off each other, thhe equations oof the FOSM method correespond
to:
_
_ _

E F   F  x1 , x2 ,...... x N 



 F
V F     i
1  X i
n

(2)

2


  V [ X i ]


(3)

whhere [F] = aveerage value exxpected of F; V [F] = variaance of

Fw
which is equal tto the square oof its standardd deviation; ()) F =
variiation that occcurs when rannge from a value of  xi each
of n parameters xi;  Xi = rate
r
of change of the variaables
invoolved in the sttudy; V [Xi] = variance of eaach xi.
Iff the number oof random varriables is equaal to n, this meethod
requuires the makiing of n + 1 tessts.
C
C. Rosenbluethh Method
T
The method off estimate or R
Rosenblueth m
method was creeated
in 1975.
1
In this m
method, the diistribution of a random variiable
Xi is concentratedd on two particcular points loocated by:
(4)
(5)
wheere: and  aare the mean vvalue and the standard deviaation
of thhe distributionn of the variabble Xi, respectiively.
“The method of estimationn, for the case of n variaables
corrrelated, need 2n estimated values
v
for eacch combinatioon of
the particular poiints
and
. After the completion of the
com
mbination of the
t particular points, startss the probabillistic
proccedure through deterministiic calculationss, for this grouup of
2n values.
v
So, foor each new probabilistic process step,, the
deteerministic calculations are powered by a group of new
valuues (data) inpuut to be used inn the next calcculation “[10]..
F
Fig. 4 illustrrates the prrocedure for calculating the
Rossenblueth metthod. It shouuld be noted that this meethod
assuumes that thee distribution of safety facttor is normall and
shouuld be used w
when the randoom variables follow the noormal
disttribution [11].

Fig. 4 Diagram
m of the proceduure for calculatiing the Rosenbllueth method [11]
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IV. RESULTS
A. FOSM Method
The first anaalyses by thee FOSM methhod uses the mean
vaalues of random variables,, resulting inn an average safety
factor. The other analyses appply a rate off increase of 5% to
m variable. Froom the
100% over the avverage value oof each random
appplication of (3), the perccentage of coontribution off each
raandom variablee on the variaance of the saafety factor. F
For the
i was considered a
caalculation of tthe probabilityy of failure, it
noormal distribuution for the safety factor and the folllowing
eqquation in Miccrosoft Excel w
was used:

Open Science Index, Geotechnical and Geological Engineering Vol:10, No:6, 2016 publications.waset.org/10004572/pdf

M. N(x; average;; standard deviaation; cumulativve) (6)
DIST. NORM

whhere the valuue of x correesponds to thhe minimum value
addopted for thee safety factorr. There is alsso the logical value
“ccumulative” which
w
must be
b set to truee for a cumuulative
distribution funcction.
The results ppresented in thhis paper conssider the calcuulation
off probability oof failure, that is, Pf [FS ≤ 1..0]. Here, the rresults
arre obtained by applying the F
FOSM methodd.
Fig. 5 shows the critical suurface of failurre and the minnimum
saafety factor obbtained for thee slope, and F
Fig. 6 illustrattes the
results of applyying the FOSM
M method. Fiig. 6 shows thhat the
raandom variablee that is mosttly contributedd to the variattion of
the safety factoor was the fricction angle off sandy silt (71.8%).

Thee cohesion off the sandy silt contributedd 28.1%, andd the
speccific weight coontributed witth only 0.1%.
T
The Table III ddisplays the vaalue of the proobability of faailure
deteermined by the FOSM method, adoopting a noormal
disttribution for thhe safety factor.
B
B. Monte Carloo Method
L
Large The Slidde program 6.0 allows probbabilistic anallyses
usinng the Monte Carlo methodd, where the uuser can choose to
use the options “G
Global Minim
mum” or “Overrall Slope”.
F
For the analysees presented inn this paper, itt was opted foor the
“Global Minimum
m” option, whhere the probaabilistic analyssis is
perfformed on thhe surface off slipping whhich presentss the
overall minimum
m safety factorr, calculated by
b a determinnistic
stabbility analysis.
T
The safety facttor is then calcculated N times (where N is the
num
mber of iteraations) to thiss failure surfface, by usinng a
diffferent set of values
v
(input data), generaated randomlyy for
eachh analysis. The
T probabilityy of failure is the numbeer of
anallyses that resuulted in a safe
fety factor lesss than 1.0 divvided
by the
t total numbber of iterationns. The analysis option “Gllobal
Minnimum” assum
mes that the pprobability off failure calcullated
for the critical surface
s
with the minimum
m safety factoor is
reprresentative off the probabiliity of failure for the slope as a
whoole [11].

Fig. 5 FSm
medium = 1.48 (D
Deterministic)
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Fig. 6 P
Percentage of inffluence of randoom variables inn the variation off the safety facttor of slope

Fig. 7 Histogram of the ssafety factor
TA
ABLE III
SU
UMMARY OF THE RESULTS OF ANA
ALYSIS BY APPLYIING THE FOSM METHOD
Pf [F
FSmedium
FS ≤ 1.0]
Stattistical Distributioon
[FS]
1.48
0.15
7 x 10-4
Normal
where:  [FS] = standard deviattion of the safetyy factor; Pf [FS ≤ 1.0] =
proobability of failurre.

The numberr of iteratioons performed to achievve the
coonvergence byy the Monte Carlo Method ddepends on thee level
off trust (α) adm
mitted to the case study annd can be estiimated
acccording to thee following eqquation:

International Scholarly and Scientific Research & Innovation 10(6) 2016

/

(7)

w
where, N = number of attempts; Z = parameter of
reliaability;  = Toolerance; n = nnumber of varriables.
Inn this way, wiith the three raandom variablles and a tolerrance
leveel (α) equal tto 10%, the minimum reqquired numbeer of
iteraations by the M
Monte Carlo m
method, estimated by (7), w
would
be aapproximatelyy 310,000.
Inn cases wheree the number oof iterations w
was insufficiennt for
the convergence and/or
a
none orr very few saffety factors, vaalues
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caalculated durinng simulationn by Monte C
Carlo Method,, were
lesss than 1.0, thhe area below the histogram
m of the distriibution
off safety factor was calculatedd by (6) preseented earlier.
V shows the result obtaineed by Monte Carlo
The Table IV
M
Method, and Figg. 7 shows thee histogram off the resulting safety
factor of iteratioons performedd on Slide 6.0 pprogram.
TA
ABLE IV
TEST RESSULT BY APPLYIN
NG THE MONTE CA
ARLO METHOD
Pf [F
FS medium
FS ≤ 1.0] (1)
S
Statistical Distribuution
 [FS] (1)
1.48
0.15
8 x 10-4
Normal
Nootes: (1)  [FS] = standard deviatiion of the safetyy factor; Pf [FS ≤ 1.0] =
proobability of failurre.

resuulting in eightt combinationss and values oof FS presenteed in
Tabble V.
T
The Table VII TABLE prresents the reesult obtainedd by
applying the meethod of Rosenblueth, addopting a noormal
disttribution for thhe safety factor.
TAB
BLE VI
TEST RESULTT BY APPLYING TTHE METHOD OF ROSENBLUETH
Pf [FS
FSmedium
S ≤ 1.0]
Statisstical Distributionn
 [FS]
1.46
0.16
2 x 10-3
Normal
w
where:  [FS] = standard
s
deviatioon of the safety ffactor; Pf [FS ≤ 1.0]
1 =
probbability of failure
TABL
LE VII
HE RESULTS OBTA
AINED BY PROBAB
BILISTIC METHODS
SUMMARY OF TH
M
Method
E [F
FS]
Pf [FS ≤ 1.0]
Distribution funcction
 [FS]
FOSM
1.448
0.15
7 x 10-4
Normal
Moonte Carlo
1.448
0.15
8 x 10-4
Normal
Roosenblueth
1.446
0.16
2 x 10-3
Normal
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C. Rosenblueth Method

N
Number of
C
Calculation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

TA
ABLE V
RO
OSENBLUETH MET
THOD-COMBINA
ATIONS
Paarticular Points
Valuues
C'
C ' silt
silt
 siilt

silt
siltt silt
(kPa)
(º)
(kN/m3)
+
+
+
7.0
31.99
21.7
+
+
3.0
31.99
21.7
7.0
26.11
21.7
+
+
3.0
26.11
21.7
+
7.0
31.99
20.5
+
+
3.0
31.99
20.5
+
7.0
26.11
20.5
+
3.0
26.11
20.5
-

FS
1.638
1.550
1.398
1.247
1.635
1.558
1.412
1.254

For the application of the m
method of Roosenblueth, thee three
raandom variablees used in preevious analysees were consiidered,

V. SUMMA
ARY OF THE RE
ESULTS OF THE
E ANALYSES
T
Table VII show
ws a compariison between the results off the
variious probabiliistic methods. It is observeed that, in genneral,
the probability vvalues obtainned by the tthree probabillistic
metthods, were quuite close.
T
The values oobtained for the FOSM aand Monte Carlo
C
metthods, for exaample, have the same ordder of magnittude.
Connsidering the Rosenblueth
R
m
method, the order of magniitude
of vvalues is greaater than the FOSM methood and the M
Monte
Carrlo method.

Fig. 8 Acceptable levvels and marginnally acceptablee risk [2]
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VI. CONCLUSION
It should be emphasized that a great advantage of the
probabilistic analysis is to reduce the level of conservatism, as
it can be considered the variability of geotechnical properties
of the materials and not just a single value.
A slope in which predominated the effect of friction angle
of sandy silt was analyzed. The slope was reviewed by three
probabilistic methods (FOSM, Monte Carlo, and
Rosenblueth). In general, the following points can be
highlighted.
The accurate determination of the standard deviation of
each variable in the problem is important. Small errors in the
coefficient of variation of a variable, can lead to significant
errors in the probability of failure in a slope that depends
strongly on this variable.
At first, the specific weight cannot be discarded. This
parameter affects both resistive efforts, as active. In this way,
it can positively or negatively affect the safety factor.
It is emphasizing the importance of strict determination of
the surface of failure, once all other variables are calculated
around this surface.
The random variables to be used in the other two methods
(Monte Carlo and Rosenblueth) are obtained by using the
FOSM method and they are the variables that contributed most
in variation of the safety factor.
Considering all the cases analyzed, the one that presents the
highest probability value corresponds to the method of
Rosenblueth (Pf = 2 x 10-3).
By this way, having assessed the probability of failure, it
would be possible to perform the calculation of risk.
The acceptability of the individual risk of breach is on the
order of 10-6 the 10-6 to 10-8 per person per year. The
individual risk, usually associated with the probability of loss
of a human life, is a suggestive shape to represent the risk, as
it allows their immediate comparison with different types of
accident [12].
The acceptability of the societal risk is calculated by FN
curves, established in terms of the number of victims, N, and
the corresponding annual probability of failure (or frequency,
F, accumulated by slope per year), with an expected value of
victims equal to or greater than N. The criteria for
acceptability and tolerability represent the maximum
permissible limits for the risk and they are represented in the
following graphic, where the annual probability of failure is
on the vertical axis and the consequence, both in monetary
cost and loss of life, on the horizontal [2].
The study of the consequences was not performed, so the
risk assessment could not, effectively, be evaluated. Therefore,
the risk was not appreciated in relation to any criterion of
tolerance necessary to decide whether the risk should be
mitigated.
Another important note is that values of probability of
failure are annual and must be updated whenever changes
occur in the conditions assumed in the analysis or a greater
knowledge of the properties and geotechnical parameters.
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